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1  Name of the series: 
 
NEZ Baltic Winter Rally Cup 2013 
 

2  Regulations 
 
This Cup is organized according to these regulations and supplementary regulations of the all 
included events. Each event is organized according to the organizing countries national series 
regulations. Supplementary regulations for each event are to be decided by the event Organizer. 
 

3  Events 
 

Baltic Winter Rally Cup 2013 consists following rallies in the calendar below: 

 

Date Rally Country City 

January 25-26 Halls Winter Rally Lithuania Utena 

February 15-16 Vorutalv Estonia Voru 

February 22-23 Sarma Rally Latvia Gulbene 

 

4  Eligible Competitors 
 
The cup is open for all drivers with valid national license from the NEZ countries and international 
license owners from other ASN’s if national federation of organizing country confirms participation 
of the competitor in their rally.   

 

5  Eligible Cars 
 
The cup is open for International homologated cars according to the FIA technical regulations. Also 
for national cars that must conform to technical regulations of the country who are competitor’s 
licence holder.  
Tire regulations are according to the organizer’s supplementary regulations. 
 

6  Entries and advertising 
 
All competitors who want to participate in the NEZ Baltic Winter Rally Cup must mark special box 
in the organizer’s entry forms and must send it to the organizer according to supplementary 
regulations. No special entry fees for series.  
All competitors of the series must reserve one place (70mm*300mm) for NEZ BRWC advertising. 
  
 
 
 



 
 

7  Results in the individual events 
 
Separate results will be made up, dividing the finishers (crews who use superrally system are not 
counted) in the following groups:  
 
Group “N4”- Cars from classes N4, Super 2000, R4 
Group “R2”- Cars from classes A6; A5, N3; N2; N1, R2; R1; National 2WD up to 1600cm3 
Group “R3”- Cars from classes A7; R3; National 2WD up to 2000cm3 
 
Points scale for the groups in individual events is: 

a) 1- 15; 2- 12; 3- 10; 4- 8; 5-6; 6-5; 7-4; 8-3; 9-2; 10-1 
Note! Rallies completed, but outside the points, are written as (0). 

 

8  Overall results 
 
For overall result all competitors could count their results from all three events. If two or more 
drivers have equal points (including zero), their positions are fixed according to the quality of their 
finishes. Under this system one first place is better than any number of second places, one second 
place is better than any number of third places, if this still does not split the result, than driver 
who was started in more events. If this still does not split the result, the prize will be shared. 

 

9  Prize giving ceremony and prizes 
 
Best three crews of each group in the cup will be awarded with the cups and diplomas if more 
than 8 crews are participated in the season series. The NEZ BWRC competition is open for extra 
prizes. 
Place of prize giving is together with last event ceremony, exact time will be announced in last 
event supplementary regulations.     
  

10  NEZ Baltic Winter Rally Cup organizer’s details: 
 

Latvia: Janis Krastins 
Latvian Automobile Federation 
Riga, Latvia  
Tel: +371 67556525; +371 29121222 
E-mail: janis.krastins@rally.lv  
www.autorally.lv  
 

Lithuania: Ramūnas Šaučikovas 
Lithuanian Automobile Sport Federation 
Tel: +370 6000 5257,  
E-mail: ramunas.saucikovas@gmail.com 

 

 

   
 



 
 

Estonia: Karmen Vesselov 
Estonian Autosport Union 
Tallinn, Estonia    
Tel: +372 52 74 097 
E-mail: karmen@autosport.ee, www.autosport.ee  
 

11  Details of NEZ BWRC event’s organizers: 
 

Latvia:  
Vilhelms Sniedzans 
SIA Auto Moto 
Gulbene, Latvia 
phone: +371 29266499 
E-mail: raimonds@ramotosport.lv  
www.autorally.lv 
 

Lithuania: 
Benediktas Vanagas 
UAB „Pitlane“, 
Ozo str. 4, Vilnius                  
phone: +37052762828, fax: +37052762829,  
E-mail: info@pitlane.lt  
 

Estonia:  
Gabriel Müürsepp 
G.M. Racing SK 
Kaare 2a, Võru 
phone: +372 50 62 090, fax:+372 7408 059 
gabriel.myyrsepp@gmail.com  
www.autosport.ee/rallyreg  
 

NEZ Baltic Winter Rally Cup official site www.autor ally.lv 
 
 


